The mission of KEOS is to provide program content that is generally not available from other broadcast media in the Bryan-College Station area. This includes music, news, and public affairs. KEOS proudly continues to be supported by local listeners with music and talk shows not found on commercial radio.

ALL VOLUNTEER

Our programming is produced by and for the people. We are all volunteers who believe in the power of community public radio. We are always on the lookout for on-air and behind the scenes volunteers to join our family at KEOS.

SUMMARY

KEOS 89.1 FM is a Federal Communications Commission (FCC) licensed non-commercial educational radio station, which began broadcasting March 25, 1995.

NON-COMMERCIAL

KEOS is a non-profit educational and cultural organization with 501(c)3 exempt status from the Internal Revenue Service.

NON-PROFIT

KEOS proudly continues to be completely supported by members like you with pledges, donations, underwriting, volunteering and a grant from The Arts Council of Brazos Valley. Thank You!

QUALITY PROGRAMMING

KEOS is a PRI affiliate, providing programming such as BBC News Hour, World Cafe and Pacifica Network News.

PUBLIC RADIO

Our programming is produced by and for the people. We are all volunteers who believe in the power of community public radio. We are always on the lookout for on-air and behind the scenes volunteers to join our family at KEOS.

ALTERNATIVE MEDIA

We provide different points of view as an alternative to mainstream media.

INTERACTIVE MEDIA

We encourage direct participation of the community through an open door policy, everyone's opinion counts!

WHAT IS KEOS?

KEOS 89.1 FM Brazos Educational Radio is a non-profit educational and cultural organization with 501(c)3 exempt status from the Internal Revenue Service.

KEOS 89.1 FM
Brazos Educational Radio

Phone: 979-779-5367
Fax: 979-779-7259
www.KEOS.org
Email: keos@keos.org

KEOS 89.1 FM's Mission Statement
**KEOS: Your Community Radio**

KEOS is one of only a handful of all-volunteer radio stations in the country.

- KEOS volunteers produce programs ranging from Country to Jazz and Gospel to Hip-Hop.
- We have locally produced specialty shows featuring music from India and South America, Jazz and Bluegrass, Beatles and much more.
- Local and visiting musicians perform live, almost weekly at the studio.
- The locally produced Talk shows provide current information, events and local experts on a variety of topics; local writers, healthcare issues, family affairs topics, sports, and man-on-the-street comments.

**KEOS is licensed by the Federal Communications Commission as a 501C3, a nonprofit corporation owned by Brazos Educational Radio.**

- As a nonprofit we are non-commercial, supported by our listeners’ donations, underwriters, and a grant from Arts Council of Brazos Valley

**KEOS purchased our first permanent home at 202 E. Carson Street in Bryan in December 2006.**

- Our new facilities, KEOS Bell Studio, named for Bob and Judy Bell (the previous owners), are modern and technically up to date with computer assisted programming, new technical equipment, a production studio, and more spacious performing studios.

**VOLUNTEERING**

KEOS programmers are free to select their own content for their shows, within FCC and station guidelines.

- KEOS programmers include students, professors, business people, retirees, teenagers, and regular working folks with day jobs.
- KEOS volunteers perform all station functions such as building maintenance, engineering, bookkeeping, public relations, promotions, and training.

**We are always looking for new volunteers!**

- Visit our website www.KEOS.org for an application or come by the studio at 202 E. Carson Street in Bryan.
- Contact us to become a valued member of the KEOS family!

**UNDERWRITING**

Businesses and individuals can contact KEOS to have their services or products announced on the air.

- Underwriting messages and announcements are specially-written informational promos aimed to raise awareness and inform the Brazos Valley consumers.
- Underwriters’ services and/or products are strategically aired on KEOS daily.
- KEOS is supported by many local businesses... each partnership formed between KEOS and the business community is greatly appreciated!

**KROGER SHARE CARDS**

KEOS is partnered with Kroger’s Grocery Stores.

- This partnership allows shoppers to make donations to KEOS by simply shopping at Kroger’s.
- No extra cost to the shoppers.
- Get your Kroger’s card at KEOS Bell Studio at 202 E. Carson St. in Bryan or on the KEOS website www.KEOS.org or give us a call at 979-779-5367 and we’ll mail you a card.

**THE BELL PROJECT**

The KEOS Bell Project is yet another way you can become a part of the KEOS family.

- You can dedicate a bell to a loved one, friend or even yourself for a $25 donation.
- A labeled bell will be displayed at the studio, the dedication will go in the Bell Book, and the dedicated bells will be rung randomly on the air.

**PLEDGING YOUR SUPPORT**

Visit the KEOS website to securely pledge online, print a PDF pledge form, or email us your contribution!

- Any donation of any amount is welcomed and greatly appreciated!
- A $100 one-time contribution supports KEOS in the amount of 27 cents a day!
- A $15 a month “auto-club” donation means $180 per year, but that’s still only 49 cents a day!